Northwest Factory Finishes -NWFF

We are looking for a summer intern to work at our facility in Bonner, Montana this summer.

We prefinish building materials -mainly siding and trim- and serve western United States with two facilities—one of which is in Bonner Montana and the other of which is in White City, Oregon.

We have identified a project that may be a nice fit for an upper-level student. Currently the scheduling of our facility is done manually with Excel spread sheets and a software called Kanbanize (https://kanbanize.com/). This still requires a lot of manual baby-sitting. We would like to automate more of the scheduling and are looking for an intern to help us research possible software that has the ability to do scheduling and then link the software to our QuickBooks. If a software can be found, we would then like the intern to assist with implementation and training. We have identified a computer programmer that can help with some customization if needed for the linkage to QuickBooks. At this time we do not want to go the full ERP / MRP route but that may be the next necessary step.

Thanks for considering joining our team!